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Almighty? or has He originally impressed life with an elas

ticity and adaptability, so that it shall take upon itself new

forms and characters, according to the conditions to which it

shall be subjected? Each opinion has had, and still has, its

advocates and opponents; but the truth is, that science, so far

s it knows, or rather so far as it has had the honesty and

courage to avow, has yet been unable to pronounce a satisfac

tory decision. Either way, it matters little, physically or mor

ally, either mode implies the same omnipotence, and wisdom,

and foresight, and protection; and it is only your little religious

sects and scientific coteries which make a pother about the

matter,- sects and coteries of which it may be justly said,

that they would almost exclude God from the management

of his own world, if not managed and directed in the way
that they would have it." Now, this is surely a most unfair

representation of the consequences, ethical and religious,
involved in the development hypothesis. It is not its com

patibility with belief in the existence of a First Great Cause

that has to be established in order to prove it harmless; but

its compatibility with certain other all-important beliefs, with

out which simple Theism is of no moral value whatever -a

belief in the immortality and responsibility of man, and in

the scheme of salvation by a Mediator and Redeemer. Dis

sociated from these beliefs, a belief in the existence of a God

is of as little ethical value as a belief in the existence of the

great sea-serpent.

Let us see whether we cannot determine what the testi

mony of Geology, on this question of creation by development,

really is. It is always perilous to under-estimate the strength
an enemy; and the danger from the development hypoth

esis to an ingenious order of minds, smitten with the novel

fascinations of piysical science, has been under-estimated very
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